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Abstract—Electromechanical reshaping (EMR) has been
recently described as an alternative method for reshaping
facial cartilage without the need for incisions or sutures. This
study focuses on determining the short- and long-term
viability of chondrocytes following EMR in cartilage grafts
maintained in tissue culture. Flat rabbit nasal septal cartilage
specimens were bent into semi-cylindrical shapes by an
aluminum jig while a constant electric voltage was applied
across the concave and convex surfaces. After EMR,
specimens were maintained in culture media for 64 days.
Over this time period, specimens were serially biopsied and
then stained with a fluorescent live–dead assay system and
imaged using laser scanning confocal microscopy. In addi-
tion, the fraction of viable chondrocytes was measured,
correlated with voltage, voltage application time, electric
field configuration, and examined serially. The fraction of
viable chondrocytes decreased with voltage and application
time. High local electric field intensity and proximity to the
positive electrode also focally reduced chondrocyte viability.
The density of viable chondrocytes decreased over time and
reached a steady state after 2–4 weeks. Viable cells were
concentrated within the central region of the specimen.
Approximately 20% of original chondrocytes remained
viable after reshaping with optimal voltage and application
time parameters and compared favorably with conventional
surgical shape change techniques such as morselization.
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INTRODUCTION

Electromechanical reshaping (EMR) of cartilage7 is
a new technique that can be used to reshape cartilage
tissue without the need for incisions, suturing, scoring,
or morselization.3,12 EMR has been developed as an

alternative to thermally assisted cartilage reshaping—
a method utilizing laser8,19,28 or radio frequency9

induced heating to reshape or thermoform facial car-
tilage tissue. In EMR, cartilage is placed between two
conductive surfaces that (a) mechanically deform car-
tilage into a desired shape and (b) serve as electrodes to
create a DC electric field within the tissue.7,21 Recently,
we demonstrated that EMR can reshape flat, rectan-
gular porcine, or rabbit nasal septal grafts into stable
semi-cylindrical geometries, with, the degree of the
shape change being dependent on applied voltage and
application time.21 Unlike thermal reshaping methods,
EMR did not produce any significant temperature rises
in the tissue, suggesting an electro-chemical mecha-
nism for the process, rather than just simply resistive
heating.7,21 Additional evidence supporting the elec-
trochemical nature of this process is that shape change is
strongly correlated with total electric charge transferred
in the EMR circuit during voltage application time.21

Cartilage is a charged polymer hydrogel composed
of a collagen and a proteoglycan matrix filled with an
aqueous solution of Na+, K+, Cl2, and other ions.
Mechanical contact between the metal electrode and
the wet cartilage specimen initiates a number of
oxidation–reduction reactions at the metal–tissue
interface.2,5 Application of external voltage to these
electrodes may change the intensity or reverse direction
of these chemical reactions, depending on voltage
strength and polarity.1,29 Regardless of what precise
role electrochemical reactions play in producing shape
change during EMR, the reactions themselves and
their by-products alter the chemical composition of the
tissue, possibly creating tissue damage. In other bio-
medical applications, electrically driven chemical
reactions have been suggested as a low-cost means of
cancer treatment for large, solid tumors, in which the
toxic by-products of electrochemical reactions around
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the cathode alter the pH of the tissue, leading to
necrosis.15–18,29,30 Similar oxidation–reduction reac-
tions may occur at the electrode–tissue interface during
EMR.

We expect that increase in applied voltage and
application time will decrease cartilage viability due to
increase in production and accumulation of the toxic
byproducts of electrochemical reactions. Total chemi-
cal injury sustained by cartilage after EMR might not
be detected immediately following the treatment as
some chondrocytes damaged beyond repair die trough
apoptosis. We also expect that the most intensive
injury to cartilage will be in the vicinity of electrodes,
where intensity of electrochemical reactions is high. In
this study, we determine long-term cartilage viability
after EMR as a function of applied voltage, applica-
tion time, and electric field configuration. It was our
objective to determine the spatial distribution of viable
chondrocytes in cartilage grafts subjected to EMR at
various settings both immediately and after preservation
in tissue culture for 64 days. Characterization of carti-
lage viability in ex vivo specimens after EMR is an
important first step in determining the potential long-
term response of electrically treated cartilage and is
critical in the development of EMRas a viable treatment
modality for reconstructive and esthetic facial surgery.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Tissue Harvest

Nasal septal cartilage was harvested from the crania
of freshly euthanized New Zealand white rabbits
(2–2.5 kg) using a previously described method34 in
accordance with the Institutional Animal Care and

Use Committee (IACUC) regulations at the University
of California, Irvine. A rectangular slab (15.2 ± 0.2 9

5.1 ± 0.1 9 1.1 ± 0.1 mm3) was dissected using a
razor from the central region of each septum perpen-
dicular to the caudal–cephalic axis and meticulously
dissected free of perichondrium.

Electromechanical Reshaping

Immediately after dissection, cartilage specimens
were placed between the two semi-cylindrical alumi-
num electrodes of the electroforming jig (Fig. 1a).7,21

The convex and concave electrodes were connected to
the positive and negative terminals of a DC power
supply (Model PPS-2322, Amrel, Arcadia, CA, USA),
respectively, which supplied a constant electrical volt-
age. Voltage and application time combinations were
3, 4, 5, and 6 V and 1, 2, and 3 min, respectively. Over
this range of voltages and application times shape
change varies from being just detectable at ‘‘low’’
EMR parameters (i.e., 3 V and 1 min) to significant
where the specimen shape conforms exactly to that of
the jig (at 5 V, 2 min and 6 V, 1 min).21 Two control
groups were used for this study. First control group
consisted of four specimens evaluated immediately for
viability. In the second control group specimens were
placed in the jig for 1, 2, and 3 min without voltage
application. Four specimens were used for each time
interval for a total of 12 specimens. In the treatment
group two, three or four samples were electroformed at
each voltage–time combination for a total of 42 spec-
imens. Four specimens per parameter set were used in
most sets except for 3 min and 4, 5, and 6 V were used
for 3, 2, and 2 specimens, respectively. Two variants of
standard EMR were performed to investigate specific
issues related to electric field configuration on cell

FIGURE 1. Experimental procedure to determine viability of chondrocytes after electroforming. A rectangular cartilage specimen
is excised from a rabbit septum and placed into the electroforming jig (a). After EMR, cartilage specimen is removed from the jig
(specimens reshaped at 5 V for 2 min (i) and 0 V for 2 min (ii) are shown) and thin (>200 lm) section of tissue is dissected from it
(b). The thin section is stained with a ‘‘live–dead assay’’ and then imaged using a confocal fluorescent microscope (c). The bulk of
the specimen is returned to cell culture (d). After 48–72 h, the specimen is again removed from the culture, and another thin section
is excised (e), stained, and imaged for viable cells (f). The process is repeated, and the specimen is returned to culture (g).
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viability: (1) to study the effect of the electrode polarity
on chondrocyte viability, the polarity of the electrodes
was reversed; (2) to study the effect of electric field
configuration, the central section of cartilage specimen
was insulated from the convex electrode by the inser-
tion of a rectangular piece (5 9 5 9 0.1 mm3) of
Teflon insulating tape. These experiments used an
electroforming voltage of 5 V applied for 2 min. Pre-
vious studies identified this combination of voltage and
time as producing maximum shape with the current jig
and setup.21

Confocal Imaging and Viability Analysis

After EMR, cartilage specimens were examined for
chondrocyte viability using the Live/Dead viability
assay for mammalian cells (Molecular Probes, Eugene,
OR, USA), combined with confocal micros-
copy.6,11,13,23–25,31,35 Following removal from electro-
forming jig, specimens were stored in 0.9% 0.154 M
saline solution at a room temperature of +21 �C for
no longer than 1 h. Imaging was performed serially
over a span of 64 days on each specimen by sectioning
a thin specimen from the specimen and then imaging it
(Figs. 1b–1d). Sectioning was performed on the same
side. The remainder of the specimen was then returned
to culture. At regular intervals the specimen was
removed from culture, and another thin specimen at
the edge was sectioned off and imaged using confocal
microscopy (Figs. 1e–1g). Each serial section was
extremely thin, and the bulk of the reshaped graft was
returned to culture after each imaging sequence.

A thin rectangular cross section of cartilage
(approximately 200 ± 50-lm thick, measured with
digital micrometer) was meticulously excised from the
specimen as shown in Fig. 1b using microdissection
techniques and scalpels. The section was placed in a
Live/Dead assay staining solution consisting of 4 mL

of SYTO 10 and 2 mL of DEAD Red (Molecular
Probes, Eugene, OR, USA) in 1 mL of Hank’s
Buffered Saline Solution. The remaining section was
returned to cell culture (see below).

Laser-scanning confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss
MicroImaging GmbH, Jena, Germany) employing a
488-nm argon laser excitation source at 109 magnifi-
cation and axial resolution better than 1 lm was used
to image the section (Fig. 1c). Live and dead cells
emitted green and red fluorescence signals, respec-
tively. Ten to eleven frames spanning the entire section
were collected during the imaging, stored on the
computer system linked with the microscope in BMP
file format, and subsequently assembled into digital
montage using AdobePhotoshop (Adobe Systems Inc.,
San Jose, CA, USA) (Fig. 5). Live (green) cells in the
image plane were identified. The green channel infor-
mation was extracted from the image file and thres-
holded (Figs. 2a and 2b); live (green) cells were
automatically counted using ImageJ (National Insti-
tute of Health) software. The number of live cells was
manually counted on 10 randomly selected images and
compared with the automated count. The correlation
between the two counting methods was better than
98% (Fig. 2c). The area of the section was measured
on digital montage and surface cell density (number of
cells per unit area) was calculated.

The remainder of the specimen was then washed
three times (15 min each) in an antibiotic solution
containing phosphate buffered saline with gentamicin
(200 mg/L) and amphotericin B (22.4 mg/L) under
sterile conditions, placed in tissue culture in Dulbecco’s
Modified Eagle’s Media (Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA)
containing 10% fetal calf serum, gentamicin sulfate
(Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA, USA), penicillin,
streptomycin, and glutamine and incubated at 37 �C
and 7.5% CO2 (Fig. 1d). The media were replaced
daily. No specimens were lost due to contamination.

FIGURE 2. (a) Magnified image of cartilage section acquired from the green (live) channel of confocal microscope. Live cells are
visible as bright round dots in the middle and right-hand side of grayscale image. (b) The same image thresholded for an
automated cell count of green (live) cells. (c) Correlation between automated and manual count of green (live) cells.
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The cartilage specimens were removed from the culture
every 48 or 72 h and new thin, rectangular sections
were dissected from them (Fig. 1e). Dissected sections
were stained and then imaged with confocal micro-
scope following procedure described above (Fig. 1f).
After dissection, the remaining portion of the specimen
was again washed in antibiotic solution, placed in
culture media, and returned to the incubator (Fig. 1g).
Controls were placed into the jig and held without
application of electric voltage for 1, 2, and 3 min, then
imaged using the same sequence as the electroformed
specimens. All specimens were maintained in culture
for total of 64 days. Well before this time a nearly
steady-state concentration of viable chondrocytes
was observed in most samples electroformed for 1 and
2 min.

The number of live (green) cells in the sample
regions in contact with the anode and cathode was
compared. A straightline dividing section approxi-
mately in half was drawn on each consecutive frame,
and the number of live cells in each half was counted.
Sections obtained from specimens immediately after
removal from the jig and after 30 and 62 days in
culture were studied.

RESULTS

Cell viability vs. Applied Voltage and Application Time

The analysis of electroformed septal cartilage using
confocal microscopy identified live and dead cells
within samples. A representative distribution of live
and dead cells in control specimen (group II, 2 min)
obtained immediately after specimen was removed
from the jig is shown in Fig. 3-(i). Sections dissected
from the samples just after extraction from the crania
(control group I) and following deformation in the jig
(control group II) contained predominantly green
fluorescent cells with a small number (<1%) of red
cells evenly distributed throughout the section (Fig. 3-(i)).
A region of predominantly red fluorescent cells sur-
rounded the periphery of the sections in both electro-
formed and control samples (Fig. 2). In controls, these
regions of red fluorescence were the narrowest
(approximately 50 lm wide). Average density of the
green cells in samples from both control groups
was 470 ± 80 cells/mm2. No statistical difference in
the green cell density in both control groups was
detected.

FIGURE 3. Distribution of (a) non-viable (red) and (b) viable (green) cells in septal cartilage observed using, respectively, red and
green channels of confocal fluorescent microscope. Non-viable (red) and viable (green) cells are visible as bright round dots on the
corresponding grayscale images: (i) control, (ii) immediately after electroforming at 5 V for 2 min, (iii) after electroforming at 5 V for
2 min with electric insulation tape (EIT) inserted between cartilage and electrode. Indicated position of positive and negative
electrodes is the same on all images.
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In the electroformed samples a mixed population of
green and red fluorescent cells was present. In all car-
tilage samples maintained in culture, the number of the
green fluorescent cells decreased with time in cell cul-
ture. In the dying cells, the green fluorescent signal was
first replaced with red. Then, after approximately
20 days, the red fluorescence disappeared, signifying
loss of cell structural integrity. Figure 4 shows the
green cell density (number of cells per unit area) in
cartilage sections as a function of time in culture after
1, 2, and 3 min of EMR at 0, 3, 4, 5, and 6 V. Data
were normalized relative to the average value (N = 4)
of initial density of viable (green) cell in samples from
control group II measured after EMR and prior to
placement the sample in culture. Content of the green
cells in cartilage samples from control group II is
shown for comparison. The density of the green cells in
control samples steadily declined to 350 ± 90 cells/mm2

after 64 days, indicating that the process of cell culture
results, to some degree, in cell death for large septal
explants.

In the electroformed samples, the initial percentage
of the viable cells was less than in controls and in
general decreased with an increase in either voltage or
application time. Although this trend was observed for
average values of viable cell densities for all electro-
formed specimens during 62 days in culture or until
viable cells were detected, statistical analysis with
ANOVA revealed no significant difference between
electroforming for 1 min at 3 and 4 V as well as 5 and
6 V. The number of viable cells detected in the samples
exposed to 5 V for 2 min after 62 days in culture is
approximately 20% of the value of control samples
evaluated immediately after specimen harvest (Figs. 4
and 5). No viable cells were detected in any specimens
electroformed for 3 min after 3 weeks in culture
(Fig. 4c). As the time in tissue culture increased, fewer
viable chondrocytes were identified at the peripheral
sections of the specimen, and the extent of this
peripheral region of non-viable cells increased with
time. At the same time, viable cells were always located
closer to the cathode (Fig. 5).

FIGURE 4. The normalized density (number of cells per unit area) of the green (viable) cells in cartilage after electroforming for
(a) 1, (b) 2, and (c) 3 min as a function of time in culture. The content is shown as a percentage of the average number of viable cells
observed in samples from control group II before placement in culture. Standard deviation is indicated.

FIGURE 5. Digital montage of a thin section of a septal cartilage electroformed at 5 V for 2 min after 62 days in culture media
showing distributions of (a) non-viable and (b) viable cells obtained using, respectively, red and green channels of confocal
fluorescent microscope. Regular streak pattern on the red-channel image is due to interference of laser light in the cover glass.
Positive and negative electrodes were at the concave and convex sides of the sample, respectively.
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Effect of Electric Field Configuration on Cell Viability

The green signal intensity was greatest near the
cathode (concave electrode) and decreased toward the
anode (convex electrode) (Fig. 3b-(ii)). The red signal
followed the reverse pattern: being greatest in prox-
imity to the anode (Fig. 3a-(ii)). This pattern was
independent of the choice of the concave or convex
electrode as a cathode. Figure 6 demonstrates average
percentage of live (green) cells in the specimen half
adjacent to the cathode. Analysis of live cells number
using ANOVA demonstrated no statistical difference
between the two halves in samples from both control
groups and between samples from control group II
treated for 1, 2, and 3 min. In all electroformed sam-
ples the half closest to the cathode had the largest live
cell content during all 62 days of the study. In the
samples treated for 1 min, immediately after electro-
forming the relative content of live cells in the half
located near the cathode was changing from 67 ± 8
to 79 ± 8% in samples treated using 3 and 6 V,

respectively (Fig. 6a). The change in the live cell
content in the opposite half located near the anode was
from 30 ± 8 to 23 ± 8% in samples treated using 3
and 6 V, respectively (Fig. 6c). In the samples treated
for 2 min, immediately after electroforming the relative
content of live cells in the half located near the cathode
was changing from 72 ± 8 to 100% in samples treated
using 3 and 6 V, respectively (Fig. 6b). Similarly, the
change in the live cell content in the opposite half
located near the anode was from 24 ± 6 to 0%
(Fig. 6d). The relative content of live cells increasedwith
time in culture in all samples. After 62 days in culture, it
was in the range from 90 ± 10 to 100% in all afore-
mentioned samples. In all samples treated for 3 min
100% of live cells were located in the half near the
cathode.

In all specimens electroformed without the insertion
of an insulator between the tissue and the electrode
surface, the longitudinal distribution of the both live
and dead cells was relatively uniform (Fig. 3-(ii)).

FIGURE 6. Average percentage of live (green) cells in the half of the sample closest to the cathode after treatment for 1 (a) and
2 min (b) and anode after treatment for 1 (c) and 2 min (d). Standard deviation is indicated.
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Introduction of the thin insulator produced a region
containing predominantly green fluorescent cells
immediately adjacent to the insulator with a clear
demarcation between predominately live and mixed
live–dead cell populations. This green cell zone is as
wide as the insulation and extends from the sample–
insulator interface to approximately half the thickness
of the sample, the same thickness as observed without
the insulator (Fig. 3-(iii)).

DISCUSSION

EMR is a potentially transformative surgical tech-
nique because it achieves shape change without the use
of sutures or scalpels and exploits the intrinsic prop-
erties of cartilage as a charged polymer hydrogel. Our
previous work has demonstrated the dependence of
EMR on total charge transfer and suggests that the
basis for this effect is in situ redox chemistry. The next
most important issue that needs to be resolved is
whether tissue viability can be maintained after EMR.
The present studies investigated the effects of electro-
mechanical reshaping on the viability of rabbit nasal
septal cartilage and represent the next step needed to
move this technology toward potential clinical imple-
mentation. During cartilage EMR, the applied electric
field initiates and drives electrochemical reactions at
the electrodes. The by-products of these reactions may
have toxic effects on cartilage chondrocytes. Cartilage
cells within the entire tissue volume may be affected by
the reaction products, which are free to move down
electrical potential and concentration gradients away
from the immediate vicinity of the electrode–tissue
interface.

Even without the application of current, the ions in
the extracellular fluid and metal electrodes can initiate
redox reactions immediately upon contact. However,
without application of external voltage, the intensity of
these reactions is insufficient to create any measurable
damage to the cells (Fig. 3a-(i)). The thin peripheral
layer of dead cells identified in control cartilage sam-
ples (Fig. 3a-(i)) was also observed previously in native
cartilage samples11 and may occur as a consequence of
subtle mechanical injury to the tissue during removal
of the adherent perichondrium. The application of
voltage results in more intense chemical reactions and
consequently destruction of chondrocytes begins with
the cells located closest to the electrodes. At the anode,
formation of hydrogen ions from hydrolysis and alu-
minum oxidation,2,20 combined with formation of
molecular chlorine, results in pH drop, harming tis-
sues.16–18 At the cathode, production of hydroxyl ions
results in a pH increase and at appropriate concen-
trations, also produces tissue damage.16–18 We have

found that the most intense cellular injury occurs near
the anode (Figs. 3-(ii), 5, and 6), regardless of whether
it served as a concave or convex electrode. This
observation is consistent with the use of anodic current
for destruction of malignant tissues as described in
previous cancer applications of in situ redox chemis-
try5,10,29; however, the use of electrochemically active
aluminum for the electrodes might needlessly increase
these toxic effects. In this study we have used alumi-
num sheet as electrode material as it can be easily
formed into semi-cylindrical shape, consistent with the
geometry used in our previous study of cartilage
reshaping.7,9,11,21 However, in future investigations, we
are evaluating the use of platinum and graphite elec-
trodes as suitable electrode materials for EMR, as they
do not generate reactive species. Likewise, this study is
focused on the use of platinum needles as electrodes, as
they can be used to spatially limit the extent of tissue
injury. Needle-based systems for EMR can be
embodied into minimally invasive percutaneous and
transmucosal procedures and devices.

Diffusion of hydrogen and hydroxyl ions from the
electrodes is partially countered by the intrinsic buf-
fering capacity of the extracellular matrix and
fluid.16–18 Chondrocytes farther away from the elec-
trodes are exposed to lower concentrations of these
species and do not sustain acute injury as evidenced by
the spatial distribution of viable cells immediately fol-
lowing EMR (Fig. 3-(ii) and (iii)) Rather, the changes
in the surrounding extracellular milieu may trigger
apoptosis or may even have no effect at all. Continued
chondrocyte death occurred most rapidly during the
first 3 weeks in culture (Fig. 4). This rate slowed sig-
nificantly after 3 weeks and reached a rate comparable
with those observed in controls. This suggests that the
remaining chondrocytes are either completely recov-
ered from the toxic effects, or remain unaffected. Viable
chondrocytes are concentrated in the central portion of
the specimen about 0.2–0.5 mm away from the elec-
trodes (Fig. 5). Thus, viable and non-viable cells can be
spatially separated from one another in electroformed
cartilage. Also, chondrocytes can be selectively pre-
served by insulating the cartilage surface (Fig. 3-iii). In
such a configuration, the electric field decreases rapidly
outside the insulated zone, limiting production and
spread of toxic electrochemical products.

Previously, we demonstrated that in the electro-
formed specimens the shape retention increases with
increase in electroforming voltage and time.7,21 Speci-
mens exposed to 5 V for 2 min retain about 80% of the
jig’s curvature,21 and here we have determined that
under the same conditions, approximately 20%of initial
chondrocyte populations remains viable (Figs. 4 and 5).
A value of 20% for viable cells observed in these speci-
mens exceeds the figure of 10% viable chondrocytes
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reported for morselized human nasal cartilage.4 Mors-
elization is a common technique used to shape cartilage
grafts for facial operations through the crushing of tis-
sue. Conventional procedures to shape cartilage involve
morselization, carving, and excising cartilage tissue
which are intrinsically destructive processes, or suture
placement which are used to counter the forces in car-
tilage that resist deformation. Bujia4 evaluated the via-
bility of cartilage within several hours after the
morselization. In contrast, the viability of electroformed
cartilage exceeded 50% for all voltages at 1 and 2 min
48 h after EMR. Hence, cultured morselized cartilage
would likely show even lower viability counts after this
time interval elapsed. Note that a reduction in the viable
chondrocyte population by 20% was also observed in
control samples (Fig. 4). This maybe a consequence of
the tissue culture process or from mechanical trauma
related to extraction from the crania. Since these factors
will be absent during in vivo EMR procedures, it may
likely that an additional 20% of cells will remain viable,
particularly in a native, vascularized tissue bed sur-
rounded by a stem cell-rich perichondrium. Cell culture/
ex vivo methods thus likely overestimate tissue injury.

The identification of viable chondrocytes regions in
reshaped specimens combined with the establishment of
clinically relevant shape change demonstrates that
EMR can be performed in a spatially selective way,
similar to the method used in the laser cartilage
reshaping of the nasal septum19 and the ear.14,28 In laser
cartilage reshaping, heating is generated at selected sites
across the surface of mechanical deformed specimens,
minimizing spatial extent of thermal injury, while at the
same time creating sufficient thermally induced stress
relaxation to preserve shape change.26,27,32,33 In general,
mechanical deformation of a cartilaginous structure
into a desired shape creates a complex non-uniform
internal stress field with distinct regions of stress con-
centration.22 EMR can be limited to these zones using
either surface or needle electrodes positioned at the
locations of stress concentration. Diffusion of toxic
reaction products into cartilage and subsequent cell
damage can be controlled by the choice of electrode
composition and geometry, applied voltage, and time,
and potential rehydration with either saline or a suitable
buffer solution. The chondrocytes surviving beyond the
region of tissue injury may be able to repopulate the
collagen matrix at least partially and maintain overall
structural integrity, at least to the same degree observed
in conventional surgical techniques.

CONCLUSION

The present results represent an important step in
the potential development of cartilage EMR. We have

demonstrated that though electroforming results in cell
injury, a prudent selection of voltage and application
time producing clinically relevant shape change and
selectively preserving cells can be identified. Limiting
application of electric voltage to specific regions of
stress concentrations can also spatially localize cell
injury. In light of these results, electroforming likely
has a therapeutic potential primarily due to the crea-
tion of spatially selective changes in tissue mechanical
properties at the expense of tissue injury in the same
site. Therefore, the future goal of electro-mechanical
reshaping may rely on the strategic targeting of elec-
trical energy to regions of concentrated stress to elicit
the greatest shape change and the development of
methods to limit collateral electrochemical toxicity.
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